
    I am going to tell you truths   I have been GIVEN to 
know by our CREATOR.    
   And What I am going to say you   you are not going to 
like about the bible’s 1611 translators. 
 
  you who are thinking the bible is being edited by men 
who believe our CREATOR IS A BEING WHO 
CREATED the universe. You are wrong.  
  the proof is right here in the 1611 preface. That those 
who translated the bible into english in 1611 did not 
believe our CREATOR IS A BEING WHO CREATED the 
universe. 
  

  So What is the 1611 preface to the bible? 
 
   these are the words the translators wrote to tell us 
how and why they translated from the hebrew and 
greek manuscripts into English.     
 
   the first thing they want to address   is  in the title. and 
title reads - THE BEST THINGS HAVE BEEN 
CALUMNIATED 

 
the word CALUMNIATED means – make false and de-
fa-ma-tory statements about wherever was stated. 
 
   thus they are addressing the complaints about the 
“bible” being translated into english. AND about the 
corruption in the bibles that came before the english 
version. 
 
   the highlighted words are what I am going to speak to 
in this video. 
 
   The 1st words they wrote are -   Zeal to promote the 
common good, whether it be by devising anything 
ourselves, or revising that which hath been labored by 
others, deserves certainly much respect and 
esteem,  
 
   the word – devising   means – a plan, or,     invent by 
careful thought. 
 
   by their own words they are translating the hebrew 
and greek manuscripts “for the common good” ////– 
NOT for the betterment of knowing the truths that were 
written before or in the manuscripts.   And 
   they were going to change the wording by their 
carefully planning what had been “labored by others”.   
 



  So What does   “labored by others” mean to you?  
 
  to me it means the hebrew and greek manuscripts 
were too changed from the scrolls 1st written by men 
who witnessed our CREATOR and HIS PROMISES. 
 

  Let me show you a manuscript that is over 4,000 
years old. This image is linked in the description below.  
   Notice the manuscript is over 4,000 years old and 
look at how good the image and text is for being over 
4,000 years old. 

  So don’t tell me the 1st writers words FROM our 
CREATOR were not destroyed, because the condition 
of this manuscript shows you the 1st writers words 
should still exist today. 
 
now, back to the 1611 preface. 
 
  and To more words that speak to what I am pointing 
out about the translators //   
 
 It is welcomed with suspicion instead of love and with 
em-u-la-tion, instead of thanks:    and if there be any 
hole left for cav-il to enter, it is sure to be misconstrued,    
and in danger to be condemned.     This will easily be 
granted by as many as know story, or have any 
experience. 

 
    to me this means if any english text needs changing    
it will be granted by those     knowing the story. Which 
sounds good upfront.    BUT what the heck does “or 
have any experience” mean?    
   Does that mean someone with better knowledge of 
hebrew or greek can edit the text better then them? 
 
  no it does not when you read more. 
  for they give 4 reasons for “distinguishing” the 
changed word reasoning that person is wanting to 
change. 
 
 
   lets read # 3 ////  - By the third, we are enabled to 
inform and reform others, by the light and feeling that 
we have attained unto ourselves; 
 
  from those words I can say the editors of the bible 
have a    special light and feeling    that they   and I 
quote   ATTAINED UNTO THEMSELVES   that allows 
them to change the hebrew or greek wording into the 
correct english word. 



 
  Do you think that is how the 1st writers penned our 
CREATOR’S WORDS? 
  

/// again I will quote what they wrote       “ by the light 
and feeling that we have attained unto ourselves”. 
  so they are making Changes by their “light and 
feelings” to change any word they want to change. But 
the most important words they wrote are   that we have 
attained unto ourselves.     //// 
 
 so what does this mean – they ATTAINED unto 
ourselves?      

 
    if we go by this statement about their “light and 
feeling they attained”.   can this be the reason why the 
translators removed our CREATORS NAME “Y H V H” 
6,825 times AND PUT IN 2 TITLES for HIS NAME.  
   do you even know they removed HIS NAME that is in 
the hebrew manuscripts And replaced HIS NAME with 
titles GOD and LORD. 
 
  to me that alone tells me the 1611 translators are not 
editing for the purpose of being truthful about our 
CREATOR and the 1st writers words.  
  in fact even in our times they are changing  Y H V H to 
Y H W H. 
 
    I can even point to changes that were made by those 
that edited the manuscripts 
    Example //// Our CREATOR TOLD MOSES to built a 
TENT for MEETING With HIM. And Solomon to build a 
HOUSE for MEETING With HIM.  
   Yet they changed word TENT to  tabernacle and they 
changed the word HOUSE to temple   in the 
manuscripts.   and those words are in the english 
translations even to today.  
  do you know the word temple in the bible is a place   
that the pagans placed their idols of their gods. 
 
   have you ever read the 4 gospels?  Can you tell me 
why the text so hard to read, and why the 4 gospels are 
so out of order and confusing to read.   

 
    Do you know john 1:5 calls our CREATOR on it? 
 
   and can you call Jesus “this thing” ?  
 
   luke 2:15 does. 
 



  how can anyone say the bible editors fear our 
CREATOR making changes like this? 
  or how can you defend them? 
 
 
  again I will read their words in the preface.   
 (and upon whose breasts again themselves do hang to 
receive the Spiritual and sincere milk of the word)    
 
   are they even writing about our CREATORS WORDS 
when they mention     the sincere milk of the word? 
 
 
  I want to point out which words they did want to 
capitalize here and in other places in the preface.  
   here they capitalized the word divine for a male 
named gregory    gregory the divine.  
   I ask you    What male can be divine? For They seem 
to be fine with calling him  //// the divine with a capital 
letter. 
 

And here  
  they wrote       the 1st roman emperor corrected the 
calendar by reordering the year according to the course 
of the Sun. 
 
  notice that the word sun has a capital letter. 
 
   Do you know the egyptians had a sun god name ra? 
And the moon was considered his daughter, also 
known as the moon goddess? 
   do you know the sun rests  for 3 days at the same 
place in the sky at sunrise. Then it rises northward to 
begin its yearly cycle?    
   now you know the western calendar is tied to the 
egyptian god ra.  
 
  and in the translators own words say “The first Roman 
Emperor did never do a more pleasing deed to the 
learned,” 
 
  what does the “learned” have to do with our 
CREATOR’S WORDS? And why are they pleased to 
follow a pagan sun god? 
 
  here is a question for you.   what was the year, days 
and times set to, back before his days? 
  well I can tell you from our CREATOR’S 10 plagues in 
egypt   AND    by our CREATOR TELLING Moses the 
1st day of their 1st year was the day HE KILLED the 1st 
born sons from egyptians. 



  the plagues and HIS PASSINGOVER points to the 
summer solstice as the 1st HOLYDAY for Israel’s year. 
 
   BUT there was and is today a pagan practice of a 
person meditating to have a sex with the so called 
moon goddess. And this practice is stated in mal 2:11  
    at the end of that verse it says  “judah married the 
daughter of a foreign god.” – judah refers to the 
kingdom judah. And THIS IS THE REASON why YV 
SENT all israelis into captivity and had HIS HOUSE 
burned. 
 
   do you know how one marries the daughter of this 
foreign god?  /////////////// 

 
  lets look at what they wrote about king james -  
   This, and more to this purpose, His Majesty that now 
reigns knew full well, according to the singular wisdom 
given unto him by God, and the rare learning and 
experience that he hath attained unto 

     there is the word “attained” again. So let me remind 
you of those words. I read to you before - # 3 - By the 
third, we are enabled to inform and reform others, by 
the light and feeling that we have attained unto 
ourselves   
 
   now I will continue by asking you //// do you know 
what this “singular wisdom” is    that is a “rare learning 
that king james knew of?  /// 
 
 I just told you of a singular event of people marrying 
with the daughter of a foreign god by meditating. And 
they do this by timing their meditating with moon days   
to have a sex with a so call moon goddess.  
   And once a year a males maleness retracts inside his 
body! 
   and his maleness returns to normal 3 days later.  
 
   the Jews and then the Muslims new years days are 
marking those events of a bodily god! 
 
  what is that? Have you ever heard of a bodily god?    
Those words are right here in the 1611 preface. 
   

  I will now read those words -      Well, that which they 
falsely or vainly attributed to these things for a bodily 
god, we may justly and with full measure ascribe unto 
the Scripture, for spiritual. It is not only an armor, but 
also a whole armory of weapons, both offensive and 
defensive; whereby we may save ourselves and put the 



enemy to flight. It is not an herb, but a tree, or rather a 
whole paradise of trees of life, which bring forth fruit 
every month, and the fruit thereof is for meat, 

 
  so what is this bodily god that is ascribe in the 
scriptures that you can get for “spiritual”? which then, I 
quote “whereby we may save ourselves”? And how 
does this bring forth a “fruit every month”?  
 
 let me read farther down to get to some important 
words they wrote - finally a fountain of most pure water 
springing up unto everlasting life.   And what marvel? 
The original thereof being from heaven, not from earth; 
the author being God, not man; the in-diter  //// (in-diter  
means the formulator of), ////  the in-diter,  the holy spirit, 
not the wit of the Apostles or Prophets; the Pen-men 
such as were sanctified from the womb, and endued 
with a principal portion of God's spirit; the matter, ver-
ity, pie-ty, purity, uprightness;    the form, God's word, 
God's testimony, God's oracles, the word of truth, the 
word of salvation, etc.; the effects, light of 
understanding, stableness of per-sua-sion, repentance 
from dead works, newness of life, holiness, peace, joy 
in the holy Ghost; lastly, the end and reward of the 
study thereof, fellowship with the Saints, 
participation of the heavenly nature, fruition of an 
inheritance immortal, undefiled, and that never 
shall fade away: Happy is the man that delighted in the 
Scripture. 

   I would like you to pause the video and re read the 
highlighted words a few times and ask yourself who is 
this formulator of the holy spirit?   What are God’s 
oracles?  And what are they telling you is the reward for 
studying the bible is “for a bodily god”  is more then 
armor “whereby we may save ourselves”? and are 
delighted in the scriptures. 

  I will remind you of their word attained again      # 3 - 
By the third, we are enabled to inform and reform 
others, by the light and feeling that we have attained 
unto ourselves; 

   Here they are telling us what they attain for a bodily 
god “whereby we may save ourselves”.  And Happy is 
the man that delighted in the Scripture 

   Why Are  they telling us about a different god to be 
“SAVED and go to HEAVEN”.     Should they not be 
telling us YV our CREATOR WHO SENT JESUS to be 
our King in HEAVEN, and He Is Who WILL JUDGE and 
save US from the coming place called hell.  



  so who is this god that is this formulator that brings 
forth? and I quote “the holy spirit”. 

   All this happens to the body after one has a sex with 
the so called female goddess. 

   1st they sit in darkness in the morning to have a sex 
with it.  By that I mean as they sit there and then seeing 
it, it causes them to have the likeness of a release of 
their seed. But they do not release their seed. 
  then later that day their tongue’s tips  sticks to the roof 
of their mouth and a tiny bubble comes up their spine 
and grows larger as it gets to the head. And then is 
goes down their tongue and into their belly.   
 
  thus they eat this fruit every moon month. 
   let me quote their words again that I read before    by 
the light and feeling that we have, which bring forth 
fruit every month 
 
  this bubble    is the letter O in the english language.    
Now I will remind you of these words   ///  Well, that 
which they falsely or vainly attributed to these things for 
a bodily god      this bubble is their      o holy spirit, o 
god, o lord, o creator. Where as you read the text o 
GOD o LORD o CREATOR.  

   Doo you know The single letter O is in the bible 318 
times. 
  this bubble is also the white ball the Chinese dragon 
has before it. 

  then throughout the year a fluid from time to time 
comes up the spine and collects at the top of the head. 
– this is their words    “ finally a fountain of most pure 
water springing up unto everlasting life.”  
 
    so this god or formulator of the holy spirit must be the 
female goddess that causes these things to happen 
inside the body for them to “attain unto  themselves.”   
Just like king james did to have this singular learning. 
 
  and let us not forget the their words “God's oracles, 
the word of truth, the word of salvation”.  
 
   by the way the word   oracle    are words from other 
gods or goddess.  
   So they received their salvation from another god. 
 
  now let me again read WHAT your reward for studying 
the words in the bible.  And I quote  “lastly, the end 
and reward of the study thereof, fellowship with the 
Saints, participation of the heavenly nature, fruition 



of an inheritance immortal, undefiled, and that 
never shall fade away: Happy is the man that 
delighted in the Scripture 
 

  so you must have a “participation of the heavenly 
nature”.   
  Look here    farther down we read Nature taught a 
natural man to confess. 
 
     so you now know why you are to study of the bible, it 
is to eat a fruit to be like the saints? 
 
  is that what you thought the words in the bible are to 
teach? 
   of coarse not. You were reading and trusting the 1st 
writers words. Who witnessed our CREATOR 
SPEAKING to males who were married to females for 
life. 
    
   Now farther down we read – when the fulness of time 
drew near, that the Sun of righteousness, the Son of 
God should come into the world. 
 

   and by what you now know of them and their sun god 
and the moon goddess practice.  They again use a 
capital letter in the word Sun but they also added words 
to the sun by writing sun of righteousness.  //// then by 
anyone learning their practice you become a son of the 
their god. 

 

  Next the translators brag of the their knowledge of this 
practice when we read - that that Translation was not 
so sound and so perfect, but it needed in many places 
correction; and who had been so sufficient for this 
work as the Apostles or Apostolic men?  
 
Yet it seemed good to the holy Ghost and to them. 
 
   so here they are telling us the manuscripts needed 
many corrections 
   and     it seemed good “to the holy Ghost and to 
them. 

 
 so now the holy ghost   and them must agree for 
changes to be made bible. 
    

    let me ask you. Is their holy ghost the same holy 
ghost you have read about in the bible? 



  by that I mean does man have to agree with the holy 
ghost in order for the text in the manuscripts to be 
corrected? 
 
  for their words and logic for correcting the manuscripts 
IS man MUST AGREE with the holy ghost before 
correcting the text.  
 

     And again we read farther down - yea, sometimes 
they may be noted to add to the Original, and 
sometimes to take from it 

  AND 
as the  spirit gave them utterance 
 
  what spirit are they talking about here. For it has no 
capital letter to refer to our CREATORS holy spirit.  

    IT MUST BE the singular spirit to give them utterance 
by their bodily god with a bubble. 
 
 
 
  the next words I will read are -  We hoped that we had 
been in the right way, that we had the Oracles of God 
delivered unto us 

   So they had to have Oracles of God delivered unto 
them when they translated the bible into english. 
 

    Now remember that fruit they were saying you 
needed to eat each month? 
 
   well it is mentioned again a little farther down – and 
they wrote   -   the fruit whereof makes glad the 
conscience of man, and the stem whereof abides 
forever? And this is the word of God, which we 
translate. 

   Ta dah   their fruit or bubble they eat every moon 
month is   their words    of their god. 
   this can not any way mean their god is THEE 
CREATOR WHO CREATED the universe. 

 

  There are many other words I have highlighted in the 
preface that is in the description below. FOR you TO 
read  

 
   this IS just some of the knowledge our CREATOR 
GAVE me about their sex practice.     
 



   and nowhere in the preface do they state up front 
they were correcting the text to lead you to YV our 
CREATOR and Jesus. 

 
 I know I have just revealed new things to you. And I 
can say every word I spake is true. 
 
 
   for I am revealing many things unknown to most 
people around the world.  And today i revealed the bible 
editors today and yesterdays sex practice    and why 
the bible is so hard to read. 
 
   I will say this, many of those males and female that 
were living this kind of life have changed from this sex 
practice and are returning to our CREATOR.  
   these are the people that did what I explained in my 
last video and have stopped that practice.  
  this can be seen by everyone who knows what the 
letter X means. 

 
  at some point I will explain everything I know about 
sharing love between a male and female. 
  but for now I will mention here   yellow sperm is not 
good to create a child. 
  yellow sperm comes from a male sharing his love but 
does not release his seed. 
  when this is practiced by a male and female they 1st 
need to get very close to a release of their seed and 
then stop and suck up thru their tailbone as hard as 
they can.  
   This opens the holes that are sealed by releasing 
your seed. 
 
  what is also very important to know is a male needs to 
waste his seed that is yellow and wait 24 hrs for his 
seed to be white to create a child. 
 
  by not releasing your seed one remains youthful. And 
most important to a female  is her monthly cycle stops.  
  Her monthly cycle is just her body telling her she did 
not conceive. 
 
  no release, no monthly cycle. 
 

   In My next video I will go over the 4 rules for HIS 
hidden formats in the bible. 

  These rules must be followed to reveal our 
CREATOR’S MESSAGE TO you. 



 
 


